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I began this experiment with the intent of discovering a new method of indicating whether or not
a cell was activated. I would measure the FRET (Fluorescence resonance energy transfer) that
was being read by the FACS (Fluorescence-activated cell sorter) machine as I passed a cell
culture through it. I hypothesized that by using a stimulated sample (YKID+CKIX Forskolin)
that I would be able to separate the cells that were FRETing enough to have the gene within
them considered activated and those that were not. I began by running the protocol to check that
my control samples of the cells (CFP, YFP, CFP+YFP mixture, and CY fusion) were correct and
followed the same results of previous experimentation. Then, I proceeded in preparing samples
of a Y+C Forskolin (stimulated) and passed it through the FACS machine. The YC fusion
sample had the highest level of FRET because the two cells were joined together and were
activated; also, the YKID+CKIX had a low level of FRET and was not considered to be
activated. I hypothesized that the Y+C Forskolin would fall as a divider between these two
samples. As the data showed, the Y+C Forskolin did fall as a divider between the YKID+CKIX
mixture and the YC fusion sample.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

A new method to indicate the activation of a gene within a human cell.
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